Heterogeneity in the phenotypic mean and variance across populations is often observed for 27 complex traits. One way to understand heterogeneous phenotypes lies in uncovering 28 heterogeneity in genetic effects. Previous studies on genetic heterogeneity across populations 29 were typically based on discrete groups of population stratified by different countries or 30 cohorts, which ignored the difference of population characteristics for the individuals within 31 each group and resulted in loss of information. Here we introduce a novel concept of 32 genotype-by-population (G×P) interaction where population is defined by the first and second 33 ancestry principal components (PCs), which are less likely to be confounded with 34 country/cohort-specific factors. We applied a reaction norm model fitting each of 70 complex 35 traits with significant SNP-heritability and the PCs as covariates to examine G×P interactions 36 across diverse populations including white British and other white Europeans from the UK 37 Biobank (N = 22,229). Our results demonstrated a significant population genetic 38 heterogeneity for behavioural traits such as age first had sexual intercourse and qualifications. 39 Our approach may shed light on the latent genetic architecture of complex traits that underlies 40 the modulation of genetic effects across different populations. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51
Introduction
confounding by shared environment among close relatives. After the QC, the sample sizes of 150 POP1, POP2 and POP3 were reduced to 7487, 6913 and 7829. 151 152 UKBB phenotypes 153 For current UKBB resource, we have access to 496 variables whose data types are categorical 154 (multiple), categorical (single), continuous, integer, date, text and time. Here we focused on 155 the variables of categorical (multiple), categorical (single), continuous and integer types, and 156 categorized each variable as one of four value types: continuous, binary, ordered categorical
Statistical models
193 A linear mixed model without considering G×P interaction (baseline model) 194 A standard linear mixed model assuming no G×P interaction can be written as 195 y = µ + g + e, 196 where y is an n×1 vector of phenotypes with n being the sample size, µ is an n×1 vector for 197 fixed effects, g is an n×1 vector of total genetic effects of the individuals with , where explained by all common SNPs and 2 e  is the residual variance. In the GREML context 30, 31 , 200 A is a genomic relationship matrix (GRM) and I is an identity matrix. GRM can be estimated 201 based on common SNPs across the genome and the elements of GRM can be defined as 30, 32, where L is the number of all common SNPs (L = 1,133,957 in this study), . 214 The phenotypes with significant SNP-based heritability from this baseline model will 215 subsequently be investigated for G×P interaction. (reaction norm), which can be modelled with random regression coefficients, 0 g and 1 g .
231
The variance-covariance matrix of the random regression coefficients (K) is (3)
The estimates which violated one of above criteria were excluded for follow-up analyses. We 249 obtained a p-value to detect G×P interaction using a likelihood ratio test (LRT) that compared 250 the goodness of fitness of two models (GREML and G×P RNM), penalising the difference in 251 the number of parameters between them.
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We further tested if the significant G×P interactions were orthogonal (independent without 274 We used the UKBB data that have only a 5.5% response rate, i.e. selection. Consequently, the 275 resulting sample may not be representative of the UK population as a whole and the selection 276 may be associated with some of the phenotypes in the UKBB, causing selection or collider 277 bias 35, 36 . To test whether the G×P interaction effects detected by our method was genuine or 278 spurious due to selection or collider bias, we conducted a series of simulation studies with interaction: y = g + e, where the variance-covariance structure between g and e was 293 0.5 0
Spurious signals due to selection or collider bias
. For each replicate, to avoid insufficient statistical power, we set µ as a vector of 294 zeros which simulates a response rate of 50%. Letting us divide y and p into subsets 295 according to specific populations (i.e. 1 y and 1 p for POP1 and 2 y and 2 p for POP2), we 296 obtain the participation probability for each individual as
Then, individuals in each population are selected based on the participation probability.
301
Specifically, we generate a uniform distribution vector 1 u on (0, 1) with sample size of POP1, . Since genetic components g and α are uncorrelated and residual components e and β are uncorrelated, the phenotypic variable z and previous simulated y = g 335 + e are totally independent, but after selection we expect that the two variables will be 336 associated because of a collider. Letting us divide z into subsets according to specific 337 populations (i.e. 1 z for POP1 and 2 z for POP2), the individuals can be selected based on
for POP2.
341
Similarly, we can select individuals in POP1 or POP2 by comparing 1 p or 2 p with a random 342 number drawn from a uniform distribution (0, 1). Therefore, in terms of collider bias, 343 different combinations of selection odds ratios for different traits and populations (e.g.,
344
,Y For each of the ten traits, we further considered a multiple covariate model that fit PC1 and 380 PC2 jointly (Table S11 ). However, G×P interactions were less significant than those obtained 381 using the single covariate model fitting PC1 or PC2 separately ( Figure S2) , otherwise, the estimates were out of the valid parameter space. This was probably due the fact that there was 383 collinearity between G×P interactions from PC1 and PC2.
385
In addition to the basic confounders for which the main phenotypes were initially adjusted 386 (see Subjects and Methods), we further considered additional trait-specific confounders that 387 might be relevant to some of traits ( (Table S12 ).
394
We examined the distribution of phenotypic values after controlling additional confounders 395 of the six traits with significant G×P interactions ( Figure S3 ) and could not rule out the 396 possibility that the interaction signals were due to non-normality (e.g. residual 397 heteroscedasticity). We conducted the same analyses for the six traits using rank-based INT 398 phenotypes (Table 1) , which could control type I error rate due to a skewed and non-normal 399 distribution of residual values 20 . Indeed, phenotypic heteroscedasticity was remedied when 400 using rank-based INT for the phenotypes of six traits as shown in Figures S4-9 . We found 401 that the interaction signals of age first had sexual intercourse and qualifications were 402 remained significant even after applying rank-based INT phenotypes, however, the other 403 traits were not significant anymore (Table 1) . For the categorical phenotype qualifications, there were various ways to convert the seven 444 UKBB categories into a continuous or a binary measure 39, 40 . Following a previous study 39 , 445 we transformed the multiple categories (data fields: 6138.0.0 to 6138.0.5) into an educational 446 year measure (Table S22 ). Based on this continuous phenotypic measure, we found 447 significant genetic heterogeneity across POP1+POP2 and POP2+POP3 but no signal across 448 POP1+POP3 (Table S23) , which was consistent with our results obtained using four-level 449 categories. We also examined G×P interactions for qualifications based on two types of 450 binary measures (highest educational attainment versus other levels, and lowest educational 451 attainment versus other levels) 40 . The results were consistent with those obtained using four-452 level qualifications, except that an unexpected significant signal across POP1+POP3 for 453 covariate PC1 was detected based on the binary measure of "college or university degree"
We examined the distribution of phenotypic values for age first had sexual intercourse and Discussion from single homogenous population 42 . Therefore, our findings suggest that large 558 homogeneous population data sources (e.g., around 400,000 white British individuals in the 559 UKBB) should be used to conduct genetic risk prediction for some specific traits such as 560 human behaviors.
562
The current methods used for estimating G×E (or G×P) interactions, e.g. random regression 563 (RR)-GREML 22 and GCI-GREML 12, 15 , require that the main response should be stratified 564 into multiple discrete groups according to covariate levels even for a continuous covariate 13 .
565
However, the arbitrary grouping ignores the difference of covariate values for the individuals 566 within each group, and results in some loss of information. In contrast, the RNM allows us to 567 fit a continuous covariate representing individuals uniquely (e.g. PC) in the model and 568 produces unbiased estimates 20 . In our results, bivariate GREML which labels the individuals 569 into two discrete groups (POP1 and POP2) failed to find genetic heterogeneity for age first 570 had sexual intercourse (Table S27) , while RNM detected significant G×P interaction across 571 POP1+POP2 (see Table 1 ). It may imply that G×P RNM is more powerful as it uses 572 individual-level information represented by PC across populations, while bivariate GREML 573 ignores such information within each stratified group. However, on the other hand, RNM 574 may suffer from the selection bias when using different selection odds ratios across 575 populations (Table 3) while bivariate GREML is robust against such selection and collider 576 bias (Tables 3 and 4) . residual-covariate interactions 20 . Our results (Tables S13 and S17) provided cogent evidence 581 of G×P and R×P interaction effects, which are (partially) independent without confounding, across populations for qualifications. However, for age first had sexual intercourse, there was 583 no evidence showing that G×P interaction was orthogonal to R×P interaction from LRT 584 comparing the full and nested models. Therefore, we could not rule out the possibility that the 585 significant signal was mainly because of residual heterogeneity across populations. In order 586 to disentangle G×P interaction from R×P interaction, the magnitude of G×P interaction 587 should be large (e.g. qualifications) or sample size may have to be increased.
589
The previous results 12-15 were based on pooled data across different nations, and thus various 590 trait definitions in phenotypic measure and genetic measurement errors across countries may 591 generate artificial heterogeneity. In our study, however, we used the data resource 
